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Act One - "Rangers": Historically, the Rangers have been known for having a tremendous 

offense, but this year a fundamental change has occurred in Texas for team president Nolan Ryan 

and manager Ron Washington as they emphasized pitching and defense. This old school 

philosophy has led to the Rangers becoming a playoff contender.  In spring training, Washington 

saw growth and more confidence in his team to perform at a high level. The left side of the 

infield became better when Gold Glove shortstop Michael Young was moved to third base and 

the spectacular fielding rookie Elvis Andrus became the shortstop. There was also a family like 

chemistry in the clubhouse. All the ingredients were in place for a postseason run, but, 

unfortunately, crippling injuries to Young and super star Josh Hamilton have taken their toll. 

Nevertheless, the Rangers will finish over .500 for just the second time in the last 10 years. And 

most importantly, the winning elements and attitude are in place.  

Educational theme:  Leaders are first to see the need, envision the plan, and empower the team 

for action. By the strength of the leader's commitment, the power of the team is unleashed. True 

leaders have the confidence to stand alone, the courage to make tough decisions and the 

compassion to listen to the needs of others. 

Educational theme: The "old school" philosophy of pitching and defense is the most 

fundamental belief using analysis and logic to determine a style of play, team make-up and every 

other decision made. 

Educational theme: Positive attitude is the key to team chemistry. A positive attitude builds 

self-confidence. Self-confidence is an important component of sports psychology. Athletes must 

be sure about themselves and their ability. It is a significant part of the evaluation process. 

Educational theme: Attitude is the difference between a good day and a bad day.  

 

Act Two - "The Express":  Last season, the Rangers led the league in runs scored but finished 

under .500 largely because their pitching allowed the most runs in the majors with a 5.37 ERA. 

Team president Nolan Ryan was one of the greatest MLB pitchers ever with more than 5000 

strike outs, 7 no-hit games, 300 career wins and more than 200 innings pitched in 12 different 

seasons. It is Ryan's opinion that conditioning is critical to pitching. Under the personal influence 

of Ryan, the pitchers work load was considerably increased in spring training. Pitchers threw live 

batting practice rather than throw sides and bull pens. New pitching coach Mike Maddux brought 

an attitude and mental approach that de-emphasized the pitch count. Without the pitch count, 

pitchers were challenged to perform. This change in mindset led to seven complete games this 

year -- the most in 12 seasons. Pitchers were more confident and "trusted their stuff." Thanks to 

the improved pitching, Texas owns the fourth best record in the American League.  

       The TWIBIA question asked who was the last pitcher to pitch 300 innings in a season.  The 

answer is Steve Carlton of the Philadelphia Phillies, who pitched 304 innings in 1980. 

       Winning Road Trips salutes the teams and players that know how to win on the road. One of 

the reasons the Atlanta Braves are in the National League wildcard race is their recent record on 

the road. 

Educational theme:  History is a vital aspect of sport, especially providing standards of 

achievement and evaluation, while providing year round fun and interest. 



Educational theme: Baseball specific physical conditioning and training programs are designed 

to develop explosiveness. This can be accomplished with speed-strength training, both in season 

and off. Programs include weight training, plyometrics, position-specific exercises and diet.  

Educational theme: Pitch count is a relatively new concept in determining the number of 

pitches one throws in a game, week or season. The concept was developed by orthopedic 

surgeons after examining and treating pitchers for "over-use arm injuries,"  

Educational theme:  Trivia is a seemingly superfluous and insignificant event; however, it is an 

important component of baseball legend, lore and tradition. For both fans and players, trivia is a 

source of fun and interest in the American institution called baseball.  

 

Act Three - "Fresh Faces": The Rangers traded for star catcher Ivan "Pudge" Rodriguez in 

August. "Pudge" called Texas his home for his first 12 years in the majors. At just 19 years old, 

Rodriguez made his debut to become the youngest Ranger ever to catch a Major League game. 

He was an instant crowd favorite because of his wonderful smile, his incredible quickness, his 

strong throwing arm and the fact he won six consecutive Silver Slugger Awards. "Pudge" earned 

10 Gold Gloves and 10 All-Star selections during his 12 seasons with the Rangers. After the 

2002 season, he left the Rangers to help make other teams contenders. The Florida Marlins 

became the 2003 World Series Champions. The Detroit Tigers went to the 2006 World Series. 

Then he returned to Texas as a Houston Astro, where he achieved a mighty milestone. "Pudge" 

set the MLB record with 2227 games played as a catcher. In August, he returned to the Rangers 

where the fans love him, respect him and appreciate his meaning to the organization.  

       The Rookie of the Month honors the rookies in both the American and National Leagues. 

Since his call up in July, Garret Jones of the Pittsburgh Pirates has hit 22 home runs. Jones leads 

all MLB rookies in home runs. 

       The Call of the Week comes from Miami, where the Marlins got a game winning base hit to 

defeat the Philadelphia Phillies.  

Educational theme: Fan appreciation and recognition are important psychological needs of 

athletes. To attain self-actualization one must attain esteem to have self-respect and to achieve 

goals. 

Educational theme: Spectators have deep and lasting loyalties to teams and individual players 

that contribute to the total meaning of baseball in the American culture.  

Educational theme: Players enjoy the opportunity to perform in front of fans, family and 

friends. Fans, family and friends provide deep and lasting relationships that are critical in solving 

the problem of social isolation. 

 

Act Four - "Roberto Clemente Award":  Once again, TWIB looked back at previous winners 

of the Roberto Clemente Award who have done their part to ensure that Clemente's legacy of 

sportsmanship, positive contributions to his team and community lives on. Clemente was the 

eminence of greatness for humanitarian service and his hard play on the field. 

        Hall of Fame catcher Gary Carter was an 11-time all-star and a man who played with 

unbridled energy. Spurred by a family tragedy, Gary put his off the field efforts into fighting 

Leukemia. As a 12 year old boy, he lost his 37 year old mother to the dreaded disease. Carter 

was recognized for both his efforts on the field and his devotion to helping others off it with The 

Roberto Clemente Award in 1989. Carter was known for playing the game hard and hustling, 

while both respecting and loving the game.  

        Big League Blast came from Seattle, where Ichiro Suzuki got the best of NY Yankees' super 



closer Mariano Rivera with a mighty game winning home run. 

Educational theme:  One of MLB's most prestigious honors is The Roberto Clemente Award. It 

recognizes athletes who have made a contribution to baseball off the field. 

Educational theme: Leukemia is a cancer of the blood or bone marrow and is characterized by 

an abnormal production by multiplication of blood cells, usually white blood cells. Leukemia is a 

broad term covering a spectrum of diseases. 

Educational theme: Hustle is a habit. It doesn't take ability to hustle. It takes pride and desire. 

There is no excuse for not hustling. Hustling makes one look like a quality player. 

Educational theme: Competition is the essence of sport. The dramatic man-on-man challenge of 

the star closer and the star hitter to decide the result of the game is exciting for both fans and 

players. 

 

Act Five - "How 'bout that!": The plays of the week were presented to the music of Muse from 

their album The Resistance. This was a particularly fine collection of baseball plays. There were 

infielders making diving catches and throwing runners out at first base -- backhanded catches 

that resulted in circus-like double plays -- diving over tarps to catch foul balls. Pitchers making 

"nasty" pitches to strike out hitters. Outfielders crashing in fences to make spectacular catches. 

Then there were some fun moments showing fan enjoyment and baseball bloopers. 

Educational theme:  Sports pedagogy is an important aspect of the learning process. 

Demonstration and explanation are initial steps in the process. Children learn best by watching 

and mimicking athletic performance.  

Educational theme: Fun and entertainment are important aspects of Major League Baseball. 

"Bloopers," unique characters and personalities are sources of fun and interest for both fans and 

players alike. 

Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, grace, and rhythmic 

movements of elite athletes. The aesthetic quality of a well-executed play enhances the 

appreciation of baseball. 

Educational theme: Once the student-learner has carefully observed the required effort and the 

bio-mechanics of the premier athletes, then the movements can be more easily duplicated and 

performed by the learner. The student is then physically educated. 


